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Wednesday, June 1, 2016 
The Guaranty Building
140 Pearl Street, Buffalo, NY

8:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.
Registration will begin at 8:00 a.m.

As energy reform sweeps across the state of New York, unique opportunities are
arising for property owners and developers to manage and reduce the cost of energy
consumption. From distributed energy generation and increased resiliency through
the use of battery storage and microgrids, technological advances and regulatory
changes are significantly changing the energy markets. At the heart of the change is
New York’s Reforming the Energy Vision (REV) initiative, and the profound
changes it is bringing to the utility-consumer relationship. REV’s goals of a cleaner,
more resilient, distributed energy landscape for the state materialize differently in
locations throughout New York and for different industries.

This event will highlight challenges and opportunity across the full spectrum of
energy users, suppliers, regulators, and market experts. Our panelists will identify
areas of critical need within western New York’s energy landscape, discuss current
and potential opportunities for distributed energy assets both in front of and behind
the meter, elaborate on how western New York differs from other regions and
consider what would be the maximum impact REV initiatives for property owners,
developers, and consumers.

Who should attend: Commercial real estate developers, municipalities,
manufacturers, large institutional energy consumers
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Panelists: Nicholas Davis (CEO, Grid Market); Dennis Elsenbeck (Regional Director, National Grid); Daniel Spitzer
(Partner, Hodgson Russ LLP); Paul Tyno (Buffalo Niagara Medical Campus)

Moderator: Elizabeth Holden (Partner, Hodgson Russ LLP)

RSVP by May 27 to Carol Holland-Ess at cholland@hodgsonruss.com. Please include your name, title, company, address
and e-mail.
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